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Good Knight; We're Accredited
Knights Get
Mascot Bid

. . . . .We Live in the Present
By the Past, but
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After running the final mascot vot
ing for over two days, the Knights of
Pegasus received the most votes and
are now the FTU mascot. A total of
1315 votes were cast.
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Tonight at 8 pm the FTUbasketh~l ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
team plays Patrick Air Force Base
at the Oviedo High School gym.
President Charles N. Millican will
perform the official unveiling of the
new mascot at half-time.
A plaque and $50 will be given to
the person who submitted the
winning mascot name. A plaque
and $25 will be given to the person
who submitted the runner-up
mascot name. Also a certificate of
recognition. will be given to the
eight -semifinalists who submitted
names of the mascot. A plaque will
be awarded to the second and third
place winners of outstanding group
effort. The Outstanding Group
Effort Award trophy will be given
to the organization on campus
which did the most to promote a
mascot.
The cheerleaders have been
working on a cheer for the new
mascot which will be shouted for
the first time when the ITU
basketball team starts to play the
second half of the game against
Patrick Air Force Base.
The contest to select this mascot
actually began last July, when the
FuTUre ran an article about last
year's unsuccessful attempt to
choose a mascot for the university.
The story contained a plea from
President Millican for ideas on how
the mascot could be chosen.
As a result, Delta Sigma Pi
fraternity decided to see what they
could do. One of the brothers got
together with FuTUre
representatives and came up with
an organized plan that was
presented to Dr. Millican. At this
point, the fraternity and ·the
FuTUre decided to drop out of the
plans in order to avoid any
questions of unfair influence.
The plan provided for the
U.S. District Court Judge George C. Young this week dismissed a suit
selection of a committee comprised
of a student, a faculty member and involving FTU's first yearbook.
In handing down his ruling, Judge Young declared his decision should
a staff member. The committee was
to put into operation the work not prejudice the plaintiff, American Yearbook Co., from bringing
involved in collecting suggestions. similar legal action in a state court.
The action leaves the , university
Attention all seniors who had
American filed the suit earlier
This resulted in the placing of
suggestion boxes scattered over free to send out bids for the this year, claiming it was low bidder Pegasus Year book pictures taken.
for last year's yearbook, but did Please bring your proofs (sent to
1970-71 Pegasus Yearbook.
(Continued on page 12)
not receive the contract because it you by Jordan Marsh) to GCB
did not print inside the state of Room 327 on Dec. 8 or Dec. 9.
Florida.
American challenged the Florida
in-state printing law, alleging it
interfered with free trade and was
unconstitutional.

Court Dismisses
FTU Yearbook Suit

Campus

~Glances

C()LI) Mll~K

Wo11en's Club

The plaintiff company named the
·u niversity,
and state officials,
including Florida Gov. Claude Kirk,
as defendants~ and sought to have a
federal panel of three judges decide
on the legal status of the law.
Attorneys for the state argued at
a recent hearing that federal court
had no jurisdiction in the case,
since it had not been proven by
American that the amount of the
money loss to be suffered by the
company exceeded $10,000.
Judge Young stated in his order
that the issue in the case appeared
to be the value of the right to
conduct printing business in Florida
free of the prohibitions of the
challenged state statute.
(Continued on page 12)

·vule Dance
To Box Tops

"IT'S REALLY LEWD!" - FTU student Pete Lane said after
receiving a genuine two-pound lead something-or-other for the amazing
price of only 15 cents. Early Tuesday morning he figured that the worst
that could happen to him is that he would lose his money in the milk
ID;8chine but found out otherwise when he discovered he was charged
with the theft of the mysterious part of the machine by Francis Martin
a Sands employe. However, when Pete reported it to Security the took
the weight off his hands.
Y
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The third FTU Christmas dance,
featuring the Box Tops, is 9 pm
tonight in the Village Center
Multi-Purpose Room.
Admission is $3 per couple, .and
dress is evening attire.
Althbugh this is the third
Christmas dance sponsored by the
Village Center, this is the first year
a widely known recording group
will perform for the dance. The
Box Tops are known nationally for
many records, beginning with "The
Letter" in 1967.
Decorations are being directed by
Betsy _Davis, and. Kyan~e Radcliffe
and Kirsten Comish are m charge of
, lefreshments,

To Trim· Tree

The FTU Women's Club will be
bringing the Spirit of Christmas to
the campus early this year.
The club has decided to provide
and decorate a tree which may be
enjoyed by students, faculty, and
staff throughout the Christmas
season.
The tree, which will be placed in
the Administration Building lobby,
will be highlighted by decorations
that have been hand-made by
Women's Club members in previous
years. Added to these will be the
hand-made decorations new
members will be bringing with
them. The tree will be set up and
decorated by a committee chaired
by Margaret Miller and including
Nancy Cervoni, Barbara Hernandez,
Adele Sulleway, and Bobbie
Rothberg. The full membership of
the Women's Club will gather at 10
am tomorrow, around the tree to
hear President Charles N. Millican 's
Christmas message and then to
watch as he throws the switch that
will set the tree aglow.
Following this official opening of
the University's Christmas season,
everyone will have the opportunity
to view the display of decorative
Christmas items created by the
members of the Craft Group,
chaired by Gloria Warden.

The Southern Association or
Colleges and Schools Wednesday
recognized FTU as a fully acct·e
dited baccalaureate institution wit.h
additional approval for inauguration
of masters degree programs.
The announcement was relayed
to the campus by FTU President
Charles N. Millican who is in
Atlanta m(•eting with Association
officials.
"The move takt>n by tht>
Southern Association has comt> on
the schedule Wt' set for ourselves in
early 1966," Dr. Millican said.
"This is plainly anothl'I' major sll'µ
in the devt'lopment of th(•
University, and it is the result. of a
tremPndous amount of hard work
and dedication by the FTU faculty
and staff as well as financial
support from the State or Florida ."
The President added, "Wt- had
b e e n c o u n t i n g o n t h t'
undergraduate accreditation, but
approval of Lhe f.!raduate studies
came as an extra bonus." ThP
approval of the graduate in addition
to undergraduate programs "is a
tribute to the efforts of the
academic staff of the University l'or
their extra devotion," Dr. Millican
continued.
The first step toward thP
achievement was taken in th('
Spring of 1966 with a visit to tit''
University by Lht- Exf'cutiw
~ecretary.

There was a second visit
by the Secretary in the Spring of
19 6 7 , and FTU officials have
maintained constant contact with
the Association. Over the past two
years, two accreditation teams from
the Southern Association have
visited the FTU campus to examine
in detail all aspects of the
University's undergraduate
programs, facilities, administration,
and financyu support. Members of
the teams are drawn from the ranks
of leading -educators - within the
SACS area, each an authority in his
particular specialty.
About a month ago, a third
ace red i ta tion team visited the
campus to examine graduate
programs of the University, and the
(Continued on page 1 2)

Homecoming
Come Home
Plans for the inaugural FTU
homecoming are being made by the
Student Government Programs
Committee.
Tentatively scheduled for the
four-day event are a Homecoming
Queen contest, a fashion show with
the Homecoming contestants
modeling clothes from Rutlands, a
bonfire, a homecoming parade and
dance.
Entry blanks for the
Homecoming Queen contest, will
be available Monday, and must be
returned by Dec. 18. Contestants
must be full-time students taking
12 hours, and must have a grade
point average of 2.0 or better.
Contestants are ·urged by
Homecoming Chairman Jo Anne
Puglisi to have a sponsor.
The queen will be chosen by FTU
student vote Dec. 14 and 15, and
she will be coronated at the
FTU-Ft. Lauderdale game.
Entry blanks for the bonfire skits
and the Homecoming floats will be
available Monday, and must also be
returned by Dec. 18. Cash prizes
will be awarded to the best floats,
judged on originality, ~pplication of
theme, and beauty.
A box will be placed near the
student government office for
theme recomme11;dations.

It's In The FuTUre
Tech All-Stars Flag Champs......................... ·········'··· .............. Page 9
SMC's Peace Week .................................................................Page 7
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:1Jfu(!J1Jlre £bitnriat~
Jh.8 End Of the Beginning
It took seven years of p'lanning and over two .years of operation for
Florida Technological University to be recognized as being successful in
its ·intentions - to become a fully accredited state institution.
· This .word "accreditation" has come to mean a great deal to some
·p eople and have · a lot of Influence over the actions of many. If w~
might hazard an opinion, to President Millican it probably represents a
drea·~ come true - something he has been striving for and planning for .
over seven years. To the original FTU student body, it probably
. represents a huge sigh of relief. To the Greek organizations, it
. · .r epresents national status .
. Accreditation will allow the University to arise from its position on
the 'brink of official existence to one as the newest member of this
state's highest academic system.
This is the last large step in the judgment of the conditions of this
.university. Before the only way to ·g o was up but from now on, we
must not only gain position but maintain it as well.
. We have to keep proving the ·university is; worthy of accredited s.t atus
.··in the eyes of the academic world. But the constant pressure is off since
the greatest goal envi.s ioned by this university is behind us now. ·
·
· We must· _not forget the .o verall goal of "accent on excellence" just
because we've made it. That phrase and the university's focus on it
· 'helped get fTU accredited. To feel relieved of the responsibility of that
Ideal now that this institution is officjally recognized would be a grave
. mista·ke.' Now however, the goals of this university will be determined
.in degrees of excellence rather than in officia.l proof of it.
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Will Anything Change~

0

·This past week has brought .two major honors to FTU - two things
we ·ha:ve ·been anticipating since the beginning.
·
'
· · We'qnesday morning brought the official announcement of
ac·c.r edit.ation . And now a_fter a long wait, we have a mascot. It may or
may not be the one you wanted, but it's offi<;ial.
It seems rather a shame that only approximately 20% of those eligible
to vote were able to make such an important decision. But they did .
. : Those· who practice apathy are in a majority. And the majority
· 4tlways rules . ·
1
.
Will the .namirig of .;-mascot have any effect on the University? That
remains to be seen. We wonder what, if any, effect a mascot sh'o uld
, h~v.e. Is it supposed to create school spirit and identification overnight?
Does it all of a sudden make everyone feel concern and interest? Will
the .! Oviedo ·gymnasium be packed for tonight's basketball game? Will
· . eVIYYQl'.le get an authentic Knights of Pegasus poster and throw darts at
. .it'?
. . If the o~set of some real :school spirit has anything to do with the
mascot, we have a great opportunity coming our way. FTU will have its
. first Annual Homecoming on January 16 and 17.
Time will tell.

LITTLE ·MAN . ON CAMPUS
AST!<:ON°"""''('
TEST

WED
~"l't. /Z ·1'

Getting Stuck Up?
Dear Fellow ·suppressed:
This is a plea, from one deep in
the · murky confines of SHAF·T No.
3, located between floors number 1
and 2 and a tad East of SHAFT No.·
2.
I've ' been in seclusion
(involuntarily so) for the past three
hours and the broad with whom
I'm in seclu~ion is tired of gin
rummy. Our next game involves
poker (of sorts) so please hurry,
she's won the deal!
The Miami Elevator company has
lowered numerous CARE packages,
all of which we have refused, on
account of principle. To hell with
CARE packages, either toss us a
mattress or let us out of our
cubistic cell!
Signed,
CAESAR

W 0 Ik•I nQ 5 UQQe Sted
Dear Editor:
This is a complaint.
We feel it is our solemn duty to
warn unsuspecting students of the
perils involved in making a journ'e y
on the library elevators.
Firstly, elevators were
presumably designed for efficient,
speedy, non-exhaustiye travel
between floors of buildings,
correct?
How efficient is an elevator
which takes exactly five minutesand 37 seconds (time it) to make
the trip between the 4th and 3rd
floors, going down. (You don't
even have to overcome gravity.)
And, it is surprising how
exhaustive and energy-sapping a
five-minute trip in a suspended,
bouncing metal box can be.
Anyone who frequents the LRB
has heard the plaintive sound of the
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lost souls in the elevators, pushing
on the alarm buttons.
If this cannot be remedied, we
firmly advise all students to take
heed of our warning.
WALK

Media Questioned
Dear E.d itor,
It seems to be apparent on
campus, and especially among the
more educated members of our
local society, that the Orlando
Sentinel frequently publishes
sensationalized, biased news. In
keeping with such knowledge it
seems necessary to reveal that our
own FuTUre is carrying out that
same policy in accordance with
local news media. That of
publishing stories containing
specifics which will be read as
factual while, in fact, there are
untruths.
A specific example is that of the
recent anest of two FTU students
which was deemed of such
importance that it made front page
of the most recent issue (Nov. 20,
1970) of our school newspaper.
Not only was it front page news,
but it contained many untruths and
parts of the story were merely
hearsay. When questioned about
their sources of information, the
FuTure staff said that their story
was a copy of that from The
Sentinel.
My question is that if this is the
way our University newspaper
receives its news and does not
. f
.
.
screen sue h m ormation pnor to
put>iication, how can students be
expected to accept anything
published in the FuTUre as true,
and . establish any faith in the
governing process of the
university?
Since our university is new and
o u r n e w s p a p e r i s a 1s 0

your student readers the need for
funds to finance the major relief
efforts that must be made in East
Pakistan at the present time. Please
help us to get this message to the
students.
Contributions may be sent to
·Pakistan Emergency Fund, CARE,
Inc., 615 Forsyth Building, Atlanta,
Ga. 30303.
We wish you and all your student
readers a very Merry Christmas.
Sincerely,
Bee H. Brown

CAMPUS GLANCES
Director of Personnel Services J.
Thomas Simmons, Jr. announces
the following schedule for
Christmas and New Year's:
Christmas - holidays December
23, 24, 25.
New Year's - holidays December
31, January 1.
All university offices will be
closed on these days. Employes
who may be required to work on
certain operational areas on these
designated holidays will be granted
compensatory holidays.
Appropriate arrangements should
be made with your supervisor.
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Editor-in-chi'ef
· · · · Linda Mette!
Copy Editor
. . . . Nancy Smith
News Editor
Mary Anna Jackson
Business Manager
Henry Popkin
Production Manager . .John Gordon
Advertising Manager. . . .James Wald
Classified Ad Manager
Henry Popkin
Circulation Manager
Henry Popkin
Cartoonists
. Jim Nordby
Rick Rabon
Art Critic .
. .. Colleen Ilse
Music Critic
. David Boelzner
inexperienced, we should strive to Theatre Critic
.. Tim Tumlin
get off ~o ~ better · start and raise Columnists . . . . . . Dick Batchelor,
and mamtam our values up to - David Boelzner, "Fearless Freddy", Al
modern standards, not those of the Fickett, Duncan Marks, Linda Mette!,
local area.
Slimy Toad, Tim Tumlin .
Sincerely,
Photo Editor .. ·, . . . Chuck Seithel
Gordie Ball
Photographers
Joe Akerman,
Lee DeRaud. Steve Heitzner, Blake
Mason. Jon Findell
Duncan Marks
Acting Sports Editor
. Dorie Baker
Staff Typist . . . . .
Dear Editor:
Friday, the 13th of November Reporters , . . . . . . . John Browne,
David Bryant, Mike Crites, Greg High,
1970 was a terribly tragic day for Colleen Ilse, Weber Ivy, Fred Kahn,
hundreds of thousands of people Duncan Marks, .Henry Popkin, Darwood
in East Pakistan. The catastrophic Santmier, Paul Sicca, Tim Tumlin, Chris
tidal wave and the murderous Van Ormer, Beth Weilenman, Robert
cyclone that ripped through 2,848 · Wish off.
square miles and 13 off-shore Advisor . . . . . . . , Todd B. Persons
islands left in their wake an
The "FuTUre" is the weekly
unofficial staggering death toll of newspaper of Florida Technological
3 0 0 ,000 men, women, and University at Orlando, Florida. The
children.
FuTUre is published by President
Massive relief efforts must be Charles N. Millican and written and
edited by and for' the students at Florida
immediately forthcoming.
Technological University.
CARE is on the scene in East
The FuTUre reserves the right to
Pakistan, and has been for the past refuse to print any letters which are
ten years on a regular basis. Food, submitted. All letters must bear the full
name and address of the person (or
shelter, clothing, and medicines are persons) submitting them. Names will be
being furnished through CARE, but withheld on request. Address all letters·
much more is needed.
to: Editor, FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,ooo
. .
Orlando, Florida 32816.
I e a r n e S t 1 Y S O 11 CI t YOU r · Entered as second class matter at the ·
co-operation in making known to .' Post Office a~ Orlando, Florida.

CARE Requests

December 4, 1970
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Fall Quarter, 1970
December 15-18
Classes Which First Meet
During the Week at
8 a.m. Monday
9 a.m. Monday
10 a .m. Monday
11 a.m. Monday
12 noon Monday
1 p.m. Monday
2 p.m. Monday
3 p.m Monday
4 p.m. Monday
5 p.m. Monday

10-11:45 a.m. , Tues., Dec. 15
8- 9 :45 a.m., Wed., Dec. 16
10-11:45 a.m., Wed., Dec. 16
12- 1: 45 p.m., Thurs., Dec. 1 7
10-11:45 a.m., Fri., Dec. 18
2- 3 :45 p.m., Thurs., Dec. 17
12- 1 :45 p.m., Fri., Dec. 18
4- 5:45 p.m., Wed., Dec. 16
4- 5:45 p.m., Thurs., Dec. 17

8 a.m. Tuesday
9 a.m. Tuesday
10 a.m. Tuesday
12 noon Tuesday
1 p.m. Tuesday
2 p.m. Tuesday
3 p.m. Tuesday
5 p.m. Tuesday

8- 9:45
10-11:45
8- 9:45
12- 1 :45
12- 1 :45
2- 3:45
2- 3:45
4- 5:45

Final Examination Period
8- 9:45 a.m., Tues., Dec. 15

a.m., Thurs., Dec. 17
a.m., Thurs., Dec. 17
a.m., Fri., Dec. 18
p.m., Wed., Dec. 16
p.m., Tues., Dec. 15
p.m., Tues., Dec. 15
p.m., Wed., Dec. 16
p.m., Tues., Dec. 15

Note:
1. Multiple section courses for which a single examination is to be
given will schedule large group examinations on Monday, December
14, 1970. (College of Business Administration and College of Social
Sciences) .
2. Classes which meet first during the week on Wednesday, Thursday,
or Friday should schedule day or evening examinations during the
period December 15-18 at the discretion of the instructor in
consultation with all members of the class.
3. Classes which meet at 6 p.m. or later normally meet for two hours
or more and should schedule examinations at the regular class hour
during the period December 14-18.
4. Continuing Education course examinations should be scheduled at
the regular class hour during the period December 14-18.
5. Final examinations are mandatory if required by the course
instructor.

Continuing Ed. Program
Expansion Forecasted
In FTU's Continuing Education program the number of credit-hours
earned has doubled from a year ago. Di:. Robert H. Humphrey, the Dean
af the _Office for Continuing Education 1 is very optimistic on the future
. expansion and development 'of the program.
Continuing Education consists of
This fall, courses are being taught
the off-campus courses offered by
FTU to the people of Orange 1 on the undergraduate level in
Seminole, Lake. Osceola, Volusia, education, business, engineering,
and Brevard Counties, with offices sociology, and psychology. There
are graduate programs in education
in Daytona Beach and Cocoa.
and · business. At present the office

your Order

Phone

~ Fas~or Service .
.

CARRV · O:U T

O.NLY!
l'HONE-·

at FTU is trying to determine
where the business courses would
most advantageously be taught.
Dean Humphrey says, "As graduate
programs are approved by the
Board of Regents, we will offer
more courses.''
Dean Humphrey cites a few
aspects which have increased
enrollment. The offering of
graduate studies in education has
accounted for the increase. Business
courses have continued to have
good enrollment. Courses in law
enforcement are very popular.
Undergraduate courses will
continue to be offered by FTU's
Office for Continuing Education as
needs develop. Dean Humphrey
says that the major objective is
"bringing the University to the
people." He says that Continuing
Education makes it possible for
full-time working people to attend
University courses.

.
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Campus
~Glances
Constable Herb Harrison, of
District · One, Orange County, is
instituting a "Safe and Courteous
Driver Program" during the holiday
season. He is asking that if a driver
is observed in an act of courtesy to
another drive or pedei;trian, the
license tag number of the courteous
driver be obtained and forwarded

Luncheon Buffet ·
Everyday

EAST
1NNEL BODEGON COCKTAIL LOUNGE

OPEN: 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.

11731 E. Colonial Drive (Near FTU)
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Munching on a turkey sandwich for· the 9th day in a row, I am
appalled at the stark nakedness of my Christmas tree as it stands
wilting in the corner, barely visible peeking over the top of a
··humongous pile of evergreen needles. Ahhh yes, Christmas once
again is near!!!
With a blessed sigh of relief, I pay the final time payment from
LAST Christmas. I trudge through the pine needles to the phone and
place a collect call to "Smiling Ebeneez~r's Loan Company." As in
the past., Mr . Cratchet answers the phone with a cheery but
business-like "H!ELLO SUCKER," completely shattering my
Christmas spirit (but I can purchase more at the local liquor store).
After arranging a 4th mortagage on my home, posting all my stocks
and bonds, and relinquishing all claims on my wife and daughter, he
assures me the twenty-five dollars is in .the mail.
Donning my gay apparel, toreador pantS, pointed patent leather
boots, white lace shirt and flowing green satin scarf, I "dash"
through the searing autumn sun to .the bus stop and thumb a ride to
"Big Bertha's Bargain Basement" to buy some Christmas goodies.
Seizing my Bowie knife, I cut a path through a wall o.f h uman flesh,
dragging my canoe behind me. I grab my gift list that I have
conveniently written on an adding machine tape (both· sides), and
follow my nose to the perfume counter. There I purchase 3 gallons
of "Eau de Commode" toilet water, 100 small mason ja1·s, and a
rubber stamp displaying the word "Perphume". Well, that takes care
of all the females and one or two of the males on my list. I still have
$22.50 in my pocket. Gee, can I find the bargains!!!
·
Not forgetting that ram due for a raise, I search the store for
something worthy of my boss's generosity, something cheap, in the
true spirit of Christmas. I find a picturesque, expensive looking Mug
for $1.98 (the crack is barely visible). Immediately after purchasing
the Mug, I snitch the price ta~ from an Accutron watch. My cheap
Mug is now worth $49.50. My raise is in the bag!!!
Leaving the Mug department, I stroll over to the hardward
department and purchase a gross of small bottle corks and a box of
shiny silver thumb tacks. Now all the men on the list (both sides)
will receive a goodie on Christmas morning, a "genuine", silver
plated Tie Tack. Even Scrooge himself could not make 49 cents go
so far. lsn 't Christmas wonderful!!!
Having satisfied all my Christmas obligations, I now, in the true
spirit of the holidays, beat up a Salvation Army Bell Ringer; my
wallet runneth over!!
Happy Thanksgiving!!!
SLIMY TOAD

~r
=~

(305)
647-4962

COMPONENTS - SPEAKER SYSTEMS
RECEIVERS - TAPE DECKS

OPEN: 6 A.M. - 10 P.M.
~rutcbtp

273-1500
339
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LA COMIDA DINING ROOM -

to Constable Harrison's Office
The Courteous Driver will receive
Orange County Courthouse: an "Arrive Alive" license plate for
Orlando. The person fowarding the his or her car and also a letter
license tag number should also state commending him for his act of
the good deed done by the courtesy.
courteous driver.
-o-
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Sight Saving Plan
To Aid University

Time of the Signs

Jack Fightmaster wants to thank some students and faculty at FTU.
But it really should be FTU who thanks Fightmaster.
Fightmaster has only one per cent sight in his left eye. Through the
efforts of local rehabilitation agencies, he attended Valencia Junior
College, before transferring here
this year as a junior education guidance counselor when he
major.
graduates.
i Fightmaster went to the FTU
Developmental Center for help, and
through · the efforts of the center's
Kenneth Moore, help is what he
got. Moore arranged to have a
number of students record the
textbooks Fightmaster had to read.
More than 15 tapes have been
amassed since the project began,
and Lynn Walker, Director of
Libraries has plans to put the tapes
to good use when Fightmaster is
finished with them.
Walker 'is establishing a tape
library for the use of students who
have sight impairments.
Fightmaster says that thanks to
the tapes, the sight in his right eye
is ho 1ding constant. After
graduating from Tech, Fightmaster
will try for his Masters at University
of Florida, where, according to
Fightmaster, there is . an excellent
tape library.
Fightmaster said he wanted to
thank Moore, Walker, Glenn Velez
from the Newman Center "and
many other students whose voices I
have become familiar with but have
never met. Without them, I
probably would not be in school."
Fightmaster says he wants to be a

Ca Iiipus
~Glances
There wili be a meeting of all
prospective lifeguards for FTU's
pool on next Tuesday at 11 :15 am
in R.D. Hunter's office. Prospects
must at least have their Senior Life
Saving badge.
The purpose of this meeting is for
lifeguards to meet each other and
to lay down initial plans, schedule,
and the general pool program for
the fall quarter.
Come and be· prepared to defend
all the ideas you have on
life-guarding.

Senate Ain't
Fonda Jane

The Village Center Board
approved Jane Fonda as a speaker,
but the SG bill to approve her has
been - referred -back to committee,
and according to program chairman
Jim Thomas, the bill may be
withdrawn_
Miss Fonda was scheduled to
come to FTU in February, and in
spite of her heavy schedule, her
agency in Boston had reserved dates
for her FTU appearance.
The VC board had discussed the
fact that Miss Fonda offered her
opinions on the Vietnam war and
the American Indians yet was no
authority. This had been countered
successfully by others who thought
that Miss Fonda could encourage
FTU students to begin thinking and
talking, and that she would be a
The following is lhe next in a series of articles presenting different
change from the speakers FTU had
colleges' view of the lruly educated man. Here is Dean of Natural
sponsored in the past.
Sciences Bernard Ost/e's view of lhe educated man.
Thomas said the bill was referred
to committee for discussion. He
The "ideally educated" man is the education of the whole man, said the bill may be withdrawn in
one who has acquired the that is. the emotional, intellectual, favor of bringing Joan Baez or
knowledge and skills necessa.r y to physical, professional, social, and Ralph Nad~r to FT.U.
be a happy, productive, and spiritual growth of the individual so
informed member of society. That that he will possess: (1) a sense of
is, we are speaking of the "whole personal and social responsibility;
man" relative Lo the world in which (2) those qualities of mind and
he exists today and will find character necessary to intellectual
advancement and to productive
himsel r tomorrow.
IL should be noted that the membership in society; (3) an
developers of FTU.' s Environmental awareness of the more important
Studies Program had this • idea achievements of mankind; (4)
clearly in mind when they specified intellectual curiosity throughout his
tftat each person earning a ad u 1t, I i re ; ( 5 ) an i n creased
baccalaureate degree at thrs appreciation of the values expressed
university should be required Lo in morality, religion, I.he sciences,
prepare himself to live and work in and the fine arts; (6) a progressive
a number or ••nvironments (e.g., strengthening and refining of the
cu I tural, ecological, educational, powers of reasoning and judgment;
puliLical, scicntiric, social, and (7) the character and motivation to
use knowledge wisely; and - (8)
Lechnolo~ical). That is, the very
cssP.nce of the Environmental competence in a profession of his
choosing. Only when each of the
Studi,~s Program contributes to the
deHlopment. of the "ideally roregoing traits has been
educated" man.
sufficiently developed will we have
LP.t me strP.ss again the the "ideally educated" man.
importance of LoLal education or

The Educated Man
Who Can He Be?

-

Locations for the posting of student signs on campus have been
announced. All notices and announcements are restricted to designated
areas inside and outside campus buildings, but they cannot be hung from
or attached to buildings, shrubbery, or trees, or drawn on sidewalks,
walls., or buildings.
Announcements may be posted frame boards are to be placed at the
on the glass doors of the Science corner of the fenced property and
Building, and on the "A" frame on the ground adjacent to the
within the building. Students entrance of the building.
The median strip of the entryway
should see Dr. Graeme Baker for
instructions about postinl! notices. may be used for signs for this year
There is one "A" frame signboard . ol<ily, pending approval from the
to be located between the Science Physical Plant.
Although approval for posting of
and the Engineering Buildings for
signs may be made by the Office of
the posting of announcements.
The doors and the glass areas in Studen~ Affairs the person in
the lobby of the Science charge of the building where signs
Auditorium are approyed for are to be posted should be
posting announcements or notices. consulted for approval of the
One "A" frame signboard will also desired location within the
be located near the SCAUD's building.
Southwest corner.
•
Signs may be posted in the main
lobby, the magazine area, and on
the south glass partition of the
fourth floor of the Library, pending
approval from Lynn Walker,
The Senate approved ' three new
Director of Library Services. Two organizations ·as clubs on FTU at its
"A" frame signboards, one at each meeting on Tuesday. The three
end of the walkway on the south organizations are The Institute of
side of the library• will be erected Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
for use.
Physical Education Majors Club,
The bulletin boards
in the and the United Ziggurat Workers.
Classroom Building may be used to
The last organization mentioned
post signs. An "A" frame will be is not a misprint. The word
located in front of the building on Ziggurat means ." Sand Hill.,, The
the east sidewalk.
· main objective of this club is to · ·
Signs may be posted in the promote school spirit and the
Village Center in areas approved by Senate was informed that anybody
the VC staff. 'An "A" frame in the school can join, but their
signboard will be located at the constitution reads that new
north entrance of the VC, and members must be voted into the
another will be placed near the club by old members.
entrance of the Multi-Purpose
A resolution has been sent to
Room.
committee that states that the
Spaces for signs in the number of hours a person can have
Engineering Building have not yet and run for Senator should be
been designated, but until changed from twelve hours to
notification is received from Dean seven. Seven hours is qualification
of Engineering Robert Kersten, for a full time student.
signs may be posted on tack boards
It has been passed by the student
within classrooms. Outside "A" Senate to have the Lettermen
appear for a student concert at the
Orlando Municipal Auditorium.
Campus Glances The
school can have them for a
price of $7 ,992. Last year the
"NASA: Where to Now?" is the Lettermen appeared at the
subject of the Science in Human University of Florida with standing
Affairs lecture Tuesday. The talk room only.
will be given at 7 pm in the Science
The club budgets haven't been
Auditorium.
approved yet.

Organizat10.ns Get
ena fe Approva I

s

THE

VOTE

UNLIMITED

TODD
PE'RSO_NS

SALE
FI Lf\ \
15% OFF

FOR

THE UGLIEST ELF

Paid Advertisement

SALE
Photo Supplies
20 °/ .OFF

The CHARLOTTESVILLE PLEDGE being circulated by UNDO
To help us in our efforts to circulate this pledge, please get fi e draftabte men to sign, then send the names back to us
as soon as possible. This pledge will only succeed with the t Jlp of others around the country. Already, over 15,000
men have signed this or a similar pledge.
MY SIGNATURE. ON THIS PLEDGE MEANS THREE THINGS:
1. I FEEL THAT THE PRESENT DRAFT SYSTEM IN AMERl~A IS IN VIOLATION OF MY CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
AND/OR SIMPLY IMMORAL.
2. I PLEDGE THAT, WHEN 100,000 DRAFTABLE MEN HAVE SIGNED PLEDGES .UKE THIS, I WILL RETURN MY
DRAFT CARD TO MY LOCAL OR NATIONAL RESISTANCE HEADQUARTERS WHERE IT WILL BE FORWARDED WITH
THE OTHER CARDS TO THE PROPER AUTHORITIES. I PLEDGE THAT AFTER THAT TIME I WILL CEASE TO COOPERATE
WITH ANY TYPE OF DRAFT SYSTEM IN ANYWAY.
3. I RECOGNIZE THAT I AM IN NO WAY IMMUNE FROM FEDERAL PROSECUTION EITHER FOR RESISTING OR
CONSPIRING TO RESIST THE DRAFT.
MAILING ADDRESS
BOARD
NAME

SALE -.
Leather Goods
20 1 j~ OFF

SALE
f\liscel la neous
25% off

,·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- ·

SALE

2.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

3.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~·. -~~~

4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_:_~~~~~~~

DEVELOPING

5.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

10 °/ OFF

The Union for National Draft Opposition
226 Palmer Hall, Princeton University
Princeton, N. J. 08540

10033 E

COLONIAL DR .

277 9935
For further information contact:

Orlando Peace Center, 813 Broadway, Orlando, Florida

;"-JEXT 10 ROYAL CA STLE
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Ovation For Tobias
Credit To Technique

By David Boelzner
"Our first number dates from around the same time as this cello 1775." Thus, Paul Tobias began his concert Wednesday night to an
unfortunately, sparse and late-coming crowd . . Unfortunate for those
who didn't come, that is, since the performance featured two
outstanding musicians and even a national premiere of a work.
The work as old as the cello was Bach's Sonato No. 2 in D major for
cello and piano, which was a typically Baroque work containing mostly
simple, pleasant melodies. In the last movement, however, there was
heard some of the excellent rapid-finger technique that highlighted the
ent~re concert.
Lukas Fass' "Capriccio" provided an interesting contrast. Completed
in 1946 by the adopted-American composer, this work is a technically
showy, exciting modern piece marked by syncopated rhythms, time
changes, and whimsical phrases.
Preceding intermission was Sonata, Op. 40 by Dmitri Shostakovich.
This contemporary work especially demonstrated the sensitive
technique of accompanist Mary Norris Tipton. The ending of the con
moto movement with its piano melody and cello runs brought an
audible comment from the audience. The final movement exhibited
many rapid obligato parts for cello.
Following intermission was the U.S. premiere of an 18th century
work, Boccherini's Sonata No. 7 in B-flat Major. Tobias explained in a
conversational manner that this work had been converted by
Grutzmacher into the now-famous Concerto in B and has just recently
been published in its proper, original form. The piece is a virtuoso
piece, Mozartian in style, featuring some excellent double-stop passages
which were flawle8sly executed by the soloist.
The final work on the program was Tschaikowsky's "Variations on a
Rococo Theme" played as written by the composer, not in t he familiar
form devised by the cellist Fitzenhagen. This is a very technically
difficult work and even more so because of its familiat'ity. Tobias has
been said to play the cello "with the flair of a violinist,'" and he did so
here. This conclusion elicited a standing ovation f rom the audie nce .

CAMPUS GLANCES
The Brevard County Head Start
program needs volunteers. The only
prerequisites for the program are
one hour a week of work, a desire
to help, and a fondness for
five-year-olds. For information
contact Mrs. Marie Hill or Mrs.

CAMPUS GLANCES
Juanita Johnson at the Cocoa Head
Start Center. The phone number
there is 632 - 4402. Anyon e
interested may also call Mrs. Grace
Kehrer here at FTU at campus
extension 2273.

FuTUre
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CAMPUS GLANC.ES
For you lovers of fog, take an
evening and wander around ca~pus
after 10 pm. The fog settles down
in gray velvP.t sheets, cloaking
everything in beautiful mystery.
-o-

FTU Women's Club will have a
tree trimming event in the
Administration Building tomorrow
morning. Get in the spirit of the
season and attend at 10 am.
-o-

A waste of electricity dept. : The
lights on the tennis courts have
been on several nights this .week,
after midnight..

Student~

Care ·

For Day Care
Nearly 200 of FTU's married
students have so far said "Yes'" to a
proposed on-campus · day care
center for small children which
awaits Administration appr~val.
Run by a committee of students
and faculty and staff members,' the
proposed center will serve as a
model pre-school, not only
benefitting the children but also
giving students, especially those in
psychology and education classes, a
chance to care for and learn from.
t he youngsters. The Psychology
Department will assist in allocating
space for the day care center and
has agreed to donate the services of
Dr. Benjamin Lakey as the center's
proposed director.
To make a better case for this
service and give the day care
committee an idea of how much
space and facilities they need, Dr.
Lakey asks that all interested
persons write their names, the
numbers and ages of their children,
their class rank if students, faculty
or staff membership if any, and
submit the information to Dr.
Lakey's office · in the Psychology
Department on the first floor of the
Administration Building.

c.c.
·.\:.".'

;\ · ~ ~

Since the Democrats haven't assumed office yet, they dor;'t p.9"se a
problem at the moment, so the Young Republicans · have.
unfortunately created their own problem. The Young Repuhlicans
are on the horns of a dilemma. It seems that the club's official
representative at a recent state comm,ittee meeting is iri far a. severe .
reprimand if not a stiffer consequence because he voted · his
conviction, which happened to be contrary to those of one _clique
within the club. This group is now protesting . that he did not
properly represent the club's wishes . This part.icular situation smells
of a political power fight bu~ the philosophical point has crop.ped up
before and is applicable to our whole governmental system.
The · point under discussion is this: how mucli authority and
· responsibility do we or should we give our elected officials? Do we
elect them with the expectation that. I.hey will exercise thei1·
knowledge and judgment or do we expect them to be
ever-subordinate to our desires? Our answer to this affects our actioo
in many areas such as selection of delegates to conventions and
meetings, the adoption of unit and binding rules for "these de legal.es,
and situations akin to the one already mentioned.
There is no quibble about an elected representative's responsibi'lity
to his constituency. He is bound to do what he feels is besL for the
people he repr~sents . But let. us look closely at our form of
government. It is a representative democracy or, in other
terminology, a republic. The system was adopt.ed because the Gr~ek
system of pure democracy was found t.o be impractical wiLh large
populations. Now i"f we expect.ed our representatives to be
subservient to our will on every issue, il would be necessary for them
to poll us on every issue , a pract.ice which is obviously ludicrously
infeasible.
A good parent i obligated to do what he feels is best. for his
children. This is not always the same as what the children feel is
best. The parenL, however, makes his judgment oul of superior
knowledge and experience. The situations, admittedly, are not
strictly analogous . Children do not elect their parents. But. the fact.
that our elected officials possess superior knowledge and experience
concerning our government is generally accepted and it would seem
that this would merit for them a cert.ain amount of free will on their .
part.
I submit, then Lhat if we are t.o elect representatives as we do, I.hen
the very nature of this system demands that we place in them a good
deal of confidence. The best way to insure that they are aware of
our wishes is to sufficie ntly communicate these wishes Lo I.h em.
Then they should be able to (and allowed to) eval uat.e the issue and
act properly for our benefit.

Sociology .Textb(Jok
Ready by Summer·

STUDENT NO. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

When you've found
someone to share your dream

NAME-------------------~ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
~

The first book printed by the
University of Florida Press t.o be
used by FTU sociology students is
to be entitled "To Slip is lo Fai!; A
STATUS: FR. · SOPH. JR.
SR.
Coll e ct.ion of Readings on
Alcoholism". The book which was
NO. OF CHILDREN _ _ _ _ __
writ.I.en by sp e cialists who
researched
alcoholic rehabilitation
AGES OF CHILDREN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
workshops, is now being edit.ed by
Dr. Charles Unkovic, Chairman of
t.h,e. rJ)epartmen t of 8-oc.:iology. --ah
FTU, George Clark, Direct.OJ" of
CommuniLy Relations for th e
Bureau of Alcoholic Rehabilitation
in Avon Park, and Roland Browne ,
worth of clothes FREE .....
English
professor at FTU.
I
Brnwne stated "The manuscripts
Just for being a Clothes Horse customer.
have been edited to give the book a
consistent format." The editing is
almosL finished, and the
manuscripts are now being retyped
to be sent to the contributors for
their approval. Browne is now
writing the bibliography for I.he
GO TO EITHER CLOTHES HORSE STORE
book and the contained biographies
AND ASK ABOUT THIS GREAT PLAN.
of the authors, and ho'Pes to have
his work done in two months. The expected time for the book
to be available is sometime during
the summer quarter 9f 71.
THE
\ Mrs. Harbara Linder, student
research assistant .in the Sociology ·
HWY. 436 AT ALOMA AVE. • WINT.ER PAR~·
Dept. at FTU, is the co-author of
CON-WAY CENTER e ORLANDO
two of the articles that will appear
~------------------------------~ ( in the book of re~~p · ~
FJt:i~rS~T0:77T~i;;:;:;;;-;.-7::7;;;-:-:-::;r:3T'"-;;-~-::-:c~T'.'":--7-:---:c---:--7"-:--:---ml alcoholism. .

PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

e

NOTICE

e
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THE s·ruDENT .BONUS CLUB

0
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F;ntiJ:e Orange Blos5om Collection
fea~d ·fqr ·disi>lay and

F ~tda>rand Saturday~
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·wFTU Gets Offi.ce,
Bro~dcast Sp_ace ·

,+

I?ecember 4 and 5

w~ c0aJALLY INVITE you TO ATTEND
'ouR·OPEN HOUSE ON FRIDA.Y

.,

UENING FROM SIX UN'I1L NINE

.•

~.JI~'ti 8t'll/, ~.
cf~
Win,_, Parle, Florida

\ 1T1'ti~k c.1:m ~'.< .

f' ;n fNGELWOo'D:

Nursery -schools,/ two el~mentary schools and Stor.iewall Jack$oTI
, . J'*riior.High .or$ foc:a~~dJl'!'. theimmedfote oreQ; ~~dC1;>lonialHigh
. · School 4-s ju-st few ,bfock-s away.
,.
.
. .

a
G.O ;~NGELWOOD!: .:_lt's~agre~t;»,lq~Zt~ U)'&! .
,,,,::

You can own a Total·Eleetric, 3 or 4 bedroom home
in Engelwood for as low as $16, 100. M'o dels are open
today. FHA & VA Financing Available.

6410 ~~e Un~erhill ~oad •Orlando, FlQrida • Phone 277~l 8l4
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WFTU, campus radio ' station,
began broadcasting from its new ·
office the first of November.
Formerly, the radio. station was
located in two classrooms . on- the
second floor of the ~
Building. Now it has been .relqcated
to a more spacious area .on the first
floor.
. The new location includes offices
for Mr. Bruce Meyer, the station
adviser, Bill Zucca, · the ·station·
manager, and for variou·s ·
departments, such as the news · and
business departments.
In addition to the broadcasting
studio for WFTU radio, there are
also two audio production labs, and.
a television studio which is the
same size as a commercial facility.
A rec.ord library ·room is also .
included in the area, and · finally, .
there i's now Jots of sto·c.<....age' spac'e

l...,_ _...___."°'!"-~...i.-~·...;;;i;;
· ;o..,;;;.E~•:;i,:<":O:.'':;;:"i.;S:::,al:,:;••~A:=,:n~t~h..11.:1,;~~!!"'":"~~ll"b""y•G•e'!ne•raii'!lpilEllileci!llitrl!iic.-ll fol

alJ.lihe .~q:ujp~i:'• •'!:.'..",

...,, , L J .
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This week Kappa Sigma Alpha
will honor its little sisters Jed by
President Phyllis Bateman; Vice
President Cheryl Suida, Treasurer
Kathy Peach, Secretary Kathy
Flynn, Sargeant-at-arms Nancy
Dukes, and Chaplain Jan Herold.
The other girls are Sherry Bendure,
Sandee Burden, Irene Carpenter,
Dee Carrol, Lennette Casto, Lila
Casselberry, Leslie Hines, Dawn
Colburn, Chris Schuneman, Linda
Wolken, Jean Highsmith, Patty
Fleece and Penny Trumbo. These
girls have been busy lately helping
the brothers and pledges with a
general housecleaning and repairs.
We congratulate brother Paul
Crawford for his appointment as
new Inter--Fraternity Council
Secretary.
The brothers extend their best
wishes to brother Walter Wieland
for his engagement to Miss Debbie
Yates.
An unfortunate aspect of the
weekly card games has been the
unusual disappearance of the
winners before the end of the game.
We hope this problem will be
rectified before tomorrow night.
The Kappa Sigs wish to apologize
for the unfriendly treatment
bestowed upon our fellow Greeks
Friday and Saturday evening. We
thank these gentlemen for moving
our sign on FTU Boulevard.
Thanks go to Colonel Meador for
the hayride.
We feel sorrow for the imminent
demise of the famous siggy.
-0-

0n November 22 Tyes held a
work day. The purpose was for the
pledges and sisters to get to know
each other better. We also made
Christmas stockings for GJs . in
Germany. Later that night we had a
friendship service. We managed to
attract quite a bit of attention as
we sat beside the dorms singing_
On Sunday night Tyes will once
again go caroling as we have done
for the last two years. We hope all
other organizations will want to
participate also. We will sing
·between 7 and 9 pm. Resident&, we
hope you will come out and join in
the Christmas spirit.
Our pledges are selling chocolate
bars as one of their fund raising
projects. If you would like one (or
two or three), stop the next girl
you see that's wearing a piece of
rope (A KNOT) on her dress.
We would like to thank Tekes
for inviting us to the social with
them on November 25. The Tyes
really enjoyed themselves and are
looking forward to more socials.
-o-

Sororas sponsored the "Knights
of Pegasus" during the recent
masc:ot campaign. The sisters and
pledges spent several long nights
making posters and finalizing plans
such as the one concerning a knight
on horseback riding around
~campus.

M
B

E
R

Phi Alpha Epsilon has also been
very active in supporting the varsity
basketball team at the recent home
game. PAEs :,outnumbered any
other fraternity or organization by
twice as many. This past weekend
PAEs · dominated the bus to FTU's
game against Fort Lauderdale. The
fraternity would also like to point
out that three players on the varsity
team represent Phi Alpha Epsilon
qn the courts. These young men are
brother Don Mathis . (:vice-f)resident
of PAE), brother Rudi Jesse, and
pledge - brother Jim Flanagan.
The brothers of Phi Alpha
Epsilon are conscious of the needs
of the underprivileged of Central
Florida and Saturday, Nov. 21, the
bro the rs and pledges expressed
their concern by conducting a
canned food drive. throughout
Orlando. At the end of the drive
the cans were collected and given to
the Salvation Army who will see
they are distributed among the
poor. The drive was a tremendous
success, and no one had any idea
that they could collect so much.
Phi Alpha Epsilon will also be
assisting the Salvation Army during
the Christmas holidays.

Our Saturdays are spent at the
Cerebral Palsy Clinic stuffing
envelopes and typing.
The pledges have been busy
planning the Ugliest Elf contest.
Voting is to be held Thursday and
Friday and the winner will be
announced at the Christmas dance.
Several of the sisters got together
Monday night for a sing-along in
one of their suites. Everyone had a
lot of fun even though we didn't
always remember the words.
Everyone is eagerly awaiting
Friday night and the big party with
one of FTU's fraternities.
Then Sunday it is back to work.
We are having a workday for our
next money-raising project.
-o-

Tri-Ks and TAUs got together at
the TAU house Friday afternoon,
November 20, for lots of socializing
and refreshments galore. Charlyn
Rainville, organizer of the big
event, was escorted by Paul
Newman.
The following Monday, Trl-K got
down to business with a short
business meeting. But business
doesn't last long in Tri-K sorority
when a party between the sisters
and pledges is waiting. The pledges,
who had been instructed to come
equipped with a loaf of bread, were
blind-folded by the sisters and
taken to the TAU house, to
serenade them with songs. Then the
Tri-Ks went down the road to build
our bonfire, eat our bread, laugh it
up.
A week later, on Monday,

-0-

All fraternities are reminded that
there is an inter-fraternity social to
be held tomorrow at 1 pm at 4060
Alafaya Trail. Come as you are.

Road _and Lots
First Phase
Of Lake Work

November 30, we ended our
football season with our record
win, beating Dippoettes 6-0. After
the big game we had dinner
followed by our weekly business
meeting. Our guest at the meeting
was our new local Panhellenic
adviser, Mrs. Slavens, who gave us
some very worthwhile suggestions.

The Lake Claire Project
construction has been scheduled to
begin this week, according to
Campus Planner James F. Shroeder.

-o-

Wendy Martin

The past few weeks have been
The work, being done by G. C.
busy and rewarding for the brothers
Hicks Grounds Dept., may be
of Phi Alpha Epsilon. The
completed by spring quarter. There
fraternity's No. 1 Volleyball Team
About 500 persons watched a "In The Beginning" performed for will be no public admission until
(PAEl) is currently 2-1 with an "hippie" fashion show Tuesday, the show.
the first phase of the project is
important win, over rival Tau Nov. 23, in the Village Center
finished.
fraternity to their credit. PAE's Multi-Purpose Room during the 11
Fashions, chosen by the eight
only loss was to Teke in the third am free hour.
FTU girls who modeled them, were
A road and parking lot will be the
game by only two points. There is
This was the first fashion show in by the Orange Lion Boutique of first of the jobs to be begun by the
still a good chaoce for PAE to win which a rock band was included. Winter Park.
grounds department.
or place high in vollevball and thel"'"~--------------------------------------------.
first team is more than eager for a
rematch with fKE . . PAE II is also
EAST 50 AT UNION PARK
doing well in their division with
only one loss out of three games
thus far.
The fraternity has also been busy
promoting the Golden Paladins for
FTU's mascot. Much time was
spent by brothers and pledges in
building a large replica and
informing the student body by
posters, hand-outs and
word-of-mouth of the advantages
and virtues of having the Golden
Paladins as the official mascot.

UNIVERSITY SUBURBAN DRIVE-IN
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-Dishman Senior Exhibit
Displays Masculinity
By Colleen Ilse
In this viewing of John Dishman Senior exhibit, I was impressed. John
displays a definite masculine approach throughout his works, which is
_very ·evident in his simulated stone sculptures created by sand casting in
cement. They are most effective in their space and texture relationships,
and in using the contrast of the
roughness from the cement and
His ink drawings show us another
sand interplayed with the side of his abilities and even in their
smoothness of the globular forms simplicity they are impressive .
within, he masterfully integrates In my visits to the library I was

VERVIEW

Christmas canw to FTU at 2 pm
Tuesday when the l 0-foot FTU
Christmas Tree was set up and
de<.'orated in the Village Center
l\folti-Purpose Room.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The tree was decorated ~ tinsel,
popcorn, and tr a ditional
"The philosophy of the university has two basic tenets: first. an 6i"nanwnts. Popcorn was popped
ACCENT ON THE INDIVIDUAL, and second. an ACCENT O~ during tht> decorating- and
EXCELLENCE .-.. Florida Technological University is indicating its refreshnwnts Wt're furnished by
attitude towud the individual worth of the student his vita lit v his Food service. Singing was lt>d by
character, and his development." The source is page' 16 of tlw. FTU Mary Lou Hajchcl and Dippo
1970-71 Bulletin. Since its inception, this university has prided itself on played the piano.
Arter l"lassl'S, and exams, the tree
the above philosophy of the individual and excellence.
The administration, faculty, staff and students of this institution will ln• ~ivl'n lo tlw Pan•nlal llonw.
-<>have, I feel, made a sincere effort to achieve this philosophy, but recent
events lead me to feel that a bad decision has recently been madt'. I
"David and Lisa " is being shown
refer to the conception, inception, and implementation of a finals wt>ek Saturday and Sunday nights at. 8 :1 '>
at FTU.
pm in the SciPnce Auditorium.
The purpose of such a week, as explain ed Lo me, is to provid e till'
ThiS' is the last of th e fall
student with a period of study time - unintetTupted !>Y classt'S - Lo quar!Pr 's Fine Films. The admission
concentrate on studying for final examinations. It works at o ther priee is GO ee nls .
-o schools, why not here? As a management major (What !!! Fick e Lt. isn ' t
A ll books cht•ckt•d ou t lo the
even in journalism or communications???), I have perceived tha t once a
decision has been reached, it must be implemented through ad equalt• raculty and staff l'or tlw rail quarter
planning, organization, and coordination of all areas a ffec ted by the 1970 will be due on or be fore
decision. Unfortunately, sports fans, this has not bee n the case he re at December 18. Pleast' coope rat e in
returning all mate ri;il: on or bet'orE>
FTU.
Point No. 1: · The finals week was tacked on to the quarter after the due date.
Please renew onlv thost- mate rials
arrangements had been made for gradua t ion. Hence, graduating se niors
get their diplomas on Saturday and then have t o sweat out exams from whi ch you will ne~d for the w inter
Tuesday to Friday. The justification for the diplomas is that all Lt> rm.
graduating seniors will receive "tentative" grades rrom th e ir prol'essot·s .
Poin t No. 2: Probably because of Point No. 1, most upperclassmen
have had their finals moved up to the last w eek of class, so finals week
means nothing to them at all .
Point No. 3: The Auxiliary Services Department announced to
resident students that since their food contract was for ten weeks only
and since finals week is not covered, all resident students get to buy
their own food for that week.
Th e FTU library hours havt' b(•e n
I am not debating the validity of a finals week , nor do I blame th e
Auxiliary Services Department for operating within a budge t worked up cut.
The library is now openin~ at I 0
last summer before this all came up . What is disturbing is that after the
decision was made; the planning was poor, the organization was poor, am Saturdays, instl'ad ol' 9 am, and
the coordination was poor, and the -resulting implementation has is closing at !l pm instead or I 0 pm .
proven to be utterly ridiculous. This is definitely not ACCENT ON Weekday hours remain the saml'.
The new hours are caused bv a
THE INDIVIDUAL or ACCENT ON EXCELLENCE. It appears to be
shortage of money and sLa rr. 'fh(•r<'
accent on mediocrity and bureaucracy.
Ah well, I guess I'll forget about it and go to the library to study for was not as much mon ey this Y.( 'ar
for student library assistants as
my finals ... that is, of course, if it's still open ...
there has been in Lhe past. But
Reach for the Stars.
there has been an increaS(' in
-Al Fickett
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~udentattendanceand dem;1ndson

Shortages Cause
Library To Cut
Scheduled Hours

the imagery with the visual.
- quite taken by the student reaction
I think his best work of the show which was very favorable. Many
is what I call his confessional. It is students would stand and stare,
located in the center of his exhibit' touch and comment. It pleases me
on the northwest wall, and is a long that a fellow student is being
box with a draper partially covering praised for a job well done.
the entrance. John explained to me .
the reason for the outer box and
e
theAfter
library.
a thorough study of 1.hP
covering was to better control the
budget was made, th<' ract was
light. Here you · are faced with a
revealed that if Lhe library did not
reflection of yourself by a one-wa,y
mirror, with programmed lighting
~c!u~~u~:~~:equs~te;;i~i~:ti~;t~~~
behind which at certain intervals
you are aware of another stone
Looking for a Christmas gift
spring quarter that the library
sculpture behind the glass. I idea? How about a trip to
might have been closed.
According lo L. W. Walker,
couldn't help feeling as if I were Switzerland?
Under a special student plan, any
By Tim Tumlin
Director of Libraries, Friday
facing my inner self, and combining
Today is the last day of the Student Mobilization Committee's (SMC) evenings and Saturday mornings
t his feeling with the outside college or university student may
appearance of the structure, I am travel to Zurich, Switzerland for 14 Peac~ Week. The program consisted of 10 films, three classes and a were the times-when the library was
days for $300. This includes room, guerrilla play.AU the presentations contained mtormation and themes of used least. This was determined by
reminded of a confessional.
·
an hourly check of Ii b rary
John uses programmed lighting in board, and travel expenses. Also an anti-war nature. '
Peace Week, which was in the classroom in the Library Building ' attendance.
'o ther works as well, and I find included in the trip is the use of a
Hours will be extended as soon as
them quite impressive, but not as Volkswagen or Fiat with unlimited planning stage most of the fa]} that was scheduled for an SMC
much as the confessional.
m~leage for every two perso~s and - quarter, is the first program of lecture on "Capitalistic opposition possible, Walker said, ~mt . ~t will
sk1 passes for two slopes outside of SMC's ·stated policy of peaceful to the war". The lecturer mistook depend upon the availability of
Zurich.
education rather than violent or the reporter for the audience since funds.
dates are December non-violent confrontation.
no one else showed, up.
Fall Graduates who did not have 26,Departure
27 I and 28, and January 2 and I
their photographs taken for the 5.
1971 Pegasus may make
Furt.her information may be
appointments for free sittings with obtained
from Student
Jordan Mars~ in the Colonial Plaza. Government, Ext. 2191.
Appearing in their quarterly
concert, the FTU . Philharmonic
Orchestra and Concert Choir will
,;;.,..;;;;-ii;~ · perform at 3 pm this Sunday in the
Multi-Purpose Room of the Village
If
Center .. The orchestra is conducted
by Professor Arpad Szomoru, the
choir by Professor Richard
Schoenbohm.
The choir will usher in the
"' - -..,.,..~n Christmas season with several carols
(across from Seminole Plaza)
and religious pieces. Selections
include: "O Magnum Mysterium";
"A Joyous Christmas Song"
featuring soloists Valerie Williams,
Julie Walker, Joseph Morrell, and
Terry Clark; "Glory to God in the
Highest"; and ' "Still, Still, Still," a
German carol, featuring soloist
Nadine Martyn. Concluding its
performance, the double choir will
sing "Advent Motette" by Gustav
Schreck.
The orchestra's first number will
be a stirring overture, "La Gazza
Ladra" by Gioacchino Rossini.
Following this will be one of those
pieces that are faqtiliar when heard
but lit tie kn own by name:
SMC's Guerrilla Theatre did its thing this week to demonstrate what "Espana" by Emmanuel Chabrier.
This number is fast-paced and full
it felt was the mood of the country ltoward the war.
of syncopated rhythms. The final
number, · Mendelssohn's Violin
What's our secret? It's open
In an interview with the FuTUre
On Wednesday, a fe'"'. spectators Concerto in E minor, features guest
.
.
.
appeared for the guerrilla theater. · 1·· · t s b"
M'
ll' M
flame cooking . Each of our
this week, Mariam Welly, president 'The theater it was explained is an v10 1n1s
a ma
1care i.
rs.
of
the
FTU
chapter,
stated
that
.
'
'
Micarelli
is
a
graduate
of the
100% pure beef hamburgers is
unlike many anti-war organizations, I improm _p tu,
extempo~aneous University of Minnesota and has
the FTU SMC is strictly following a ! p~oduction otten performed studied at the Paris Conservatory of
cooked over open flames,
·policy of educational practices.
without words. It. was observed that Music. She has done concert work
sealing in all their natural beef
She said that the organization felt several U.S .. Mannes, who had set Jin France, Mexico and many parts
any confrontation with school or up an enlistment table nearby, of the U.S.
goodness. Treat the family to' police officials would polarize and seemed enthralled by the 1 • Having had the opportunity of
night to cook-out hamburgers.
prejudice too many people, all of appearance of some of the female heari~g the rehearsal of this work
whorr. . .~.e feels would benefit more players.
.
by Mendelssohn, this writer can
from the <tnti-war education
Today, the SMC will _Present predict a memorable performance.
84c Value
films at 11 am a~d 2 pm m _GCB
As usual, the concert is free; all
pr~~~:~nce at the events has Room 225. The films are entitled, members of the tiniversitv
been low throughout the week. ::soi:ne ~on't Go" ( 11 am) an~ community and residents of Centr~
·This reborter w.a l, ke.d ., i,ntn , ,a Chicago. The Seasons of Change Florida are cordially invited to
r
(2 •pm).· ' ·
attend'.
' '

Switzerland?
For Christmas?

•
1·
N0 M0bI IZat I0n
F0r SMC Pr 0grams

I

Or chestra cho·r
I
To G·1ve Concert

·Campus GJances

People on the go

Florid• Tech
go BURGER CHEF

HWY. 17-92
at Casselberry, Fla.

Every Wed. Nite
Family Nite
BIG SHEF

Coke &French Fries

'·
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,
This Friday will conclude the
"Drug Lecture Seriesn being
sponsored by the Newman Center.
This week's lecture is entitled "A
Plan for Action" in the Central
Florida area. The speaker will be
James W. Tiller from The Center,
Savannah, Ga. The lecture will be
most informative as to what is
being done in this area.
This final lecture will not be
presented at the Winter Park High
School as advertised, but will be
presented in St. Margaret Mary's
Church in Winter Park. The lecture
is free and everyone is invited to
attend.

of Soviet harassment, and use this
money as an incentive for
recombination of the split.
Dr. Edelman states that he thinks
psychology is leaning in the wrong
direction as in learning theory
because they are unproven theories.
He thinks a more suitable area is in
the field of social psychology. He
stated that there are not enough
clinical psychologists to see people
with problems - there have to be
appropriate models such as the
training of people without degrees
to function in these roles.

The FTU club had most of its
members working throughout the
weekend, as hosts and hostesses.
This consisted mainly of
acquainting the nearly 200 YRs
with the layout of the motel, and
registering them for the meal
functions.
·
The festivities kicked off on
Friday evening with a cocktail
party, designed to devote profits to
the YR Leadership Training School.
After the party, YRs disseminated
to the various hospitality rooms,
where they were able to meet with

-o-

Dr: Robert · I. Edelman, member
of the FTUPsychology Department
was guest speaker of the
Psychology Club last Tuesday, 11
am; his topic was "The Changing
Role of the .C linical Psychologist."
· Dr. Edelman attained his B.A. at
the City University of New York
and his M.S. and Ph.D. at Florida
State. He interned at the University
of Carolina Medical School and has
published several articles on topics
such as: "Reliability of
Ps chological Diagnosis,"
"Psycl:r&l-Ogical Changes with
)ensensitization," "Suspicion About
Deception in Psychology
Experiments." and "Behavioral
Treatment Techniques."
He was assistant professor at
Virginia · Tech, and a clinical
psychologist with the state of
Virginia Mental Hygiene Hospital
System: ·
Dr. Edelman discussed the
~n-~ clinical psychology
which had its-uri-gffi in such
traditions within psychology as the
psychometric tradition, the clinical
tradition, · and the dynamic
tradition which was the application
of Freud's Psychoanalytic theory.
He then told a brief history of
certain facets of psychology in
which be spoke of the Boulder
Conference which established the
.Ph.D. degree as a research and a
professional applied degree . Even
today only psychology has the
distinction of offering the Ph.D.
. degree as a professional degree
enabling the bearer to be a
practicioner.
Dr. Edelman envisions several
possible alternatives for the future
of clinical psychology. The first
y.rould be a re-establishment of the.
pre-1919 split between cli~ical
psychologists and psychiatrists,
because the AP A. is not
supporting clinical psychology as a
profession.
There a r e two precipitation
factors for this : 1) the lack of new
information accruing from clinical
psycho Io gists (average rate of
puhlication is one article per
clinical psychologist t hroughout his
career) and 2 ! the relative disdain
with which pure experimental
psychologists view their clinical
colleagues. Jtesolution of these
problems would facilitate
continuation of the Boulder
Model.an occurrence favorable to
Dr. Edelman.
.Another possibility is total
collapse of clinical psychology and
an emergence of training therapists
holding lower level degrees - a sort
of . paraprofessional group. His
fourth possibility is a restructuring
so that a new degree is formed,
. wh~ch inco,rporates both medical
and · psychological training. This
new therapist wou.ld " have the
knowledge of a physician as well as
the best-_ 'techniques available in
;psychological :. therapy. A final
better· dras.tic alternative is for the
A P A ·and .clinical psychology to
invade Poland and ask for foreign •.
· ~id from the . U nite.d .States because'
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The Art Department introduced smok-e sculpture to the world this
week. The day was clear, the wind almost calm, and the colored smoke
did what it was supposed to. It curled in and around special cartons and
fumed skyward where cameramen atop the Physical Plant smokestack
took still and motion picture films of it.
The Black Student Unions of
Florida Technological University,
Brevard Junior College, Valencia
Junior College, Rollins College, and
Bethune-Cookman College were
engaged in a "Regional Student
Union" Thanksgiving canned food
drive which brought many needy
families a day that is long to be
remembered. The Black Student
Union of FTU would like to thank
all organizations and individuals
that contributed to this worthwhile
cause.
-o-

During the last six weeks the
FTU Young Republicans have
vigorously campaigned for GOP
candidates in the general election,
conducted a mock student election
on campus and hosted the Florida
Federation of Young Republicans
Quarterly Executive Committee
Meeting.
After sponsoring so many
activities, most organizations would
set back and rest ; however, Dennis
Keeler, president of the FTU YRs,
has said, ''With this year~ election r
over, it is already time to begin
preparations for our Republican
victories in 1972. As always, the
YR s will play a key role in
determining the success of each and
every candidate to office."
If you are interested in good
government, seriously consider
joining the Young Republicans. YR
meetings are each Thursday at 11
am in GC 119. For " further
information call Dennis Keeler at
277~8466 or Osler Johns at
422-1553.
.
-o-

The FTU Y,oung· Republicans
hosted a state meeting of YRs on
the weekend of November 20-22, at
th~ Ramada Inn, East. This was a
regular meeting of the - State
Executive . Committe~, held every
three months, and was the first
time a college YR club hosted it.

..... . .

·STEREO CEN·TER·. -

Congressman Lou Frey, Jr., former
State Representative Bill Jame.s and
other GOP notables. The FTU club
also had a Hospitality Room, which
could be termed a smash success.
Even non-YRs staying at the motel
availed themselves of the FTU
club's hospitality.
Saturday morning's festivities
began with a breakfast, with newly
elected Stat e Representative David
Smith as guest speaker. Although
most YRs were still bleary-eyed
from the previous night, they still
appreciated the delightful humor of
the Pompano Beach solon.
Al most immediately following
the breakfast, the YRs turned to
their opening business session. The
roll call showed that nearly every
YR club in Florida was represented.
Th e n , too, there were several
members of a club in Georgia, who
had traveled to 0 .rlando specifically
for the meeting.
Young Republicans then broke
for lunch, with their guest speaker
Bill James. James, who is a YR

life-time member, spoke on party
unity, and thanked all the YRs for
helping him in his bids to office.
After a short break, it was back
to business. Meanwhile, the College
District of the YR had met for its
opening business session. A major
item of business was the
reorganization of the ten College
Districts.
YRs were then finally given · a
chance to rest and enjoy the
Orlando sunshine following the
closing of business. The break
ended with the arrival of Duke
Crittenden and Congressman Frey.
Mr. Crittenden is chairman of the
Re publican State Executive
Committee, and Lou Frey is, of
course, the U.S.. Representative
from the Fifth Congressional
District. Frey presented awards to
YRs who contributed greatly to the
precinct walks prior to the election,
in the YR project known as
"Victory '70." He then introduced
Mr. Crittenden, the keynote
speaker at the evening banquet. Mr.
Crittenden broke YRs up with a
couple of jokes, then expounded on
his plan for a more effective
organization. Prior to the banquet
Congressman Frey and Mr.
Crittenden talked with some FTU
YRs and YRs from other clubs.
Following the banquet, . YRs
again turned to the Hospitality
Suites for politicking and
socializing. On Sunday morning,
following t he breakfast, came the
Executive Committee Meeting, the
most important meeting of the
weekend. It was then that the YR
State Chairman, former
Representative Dennis J. O'Grady
of Daytona Beach, announced his
resignation. His purpose, he said,
was to better serve Young
Republican as Field Director, a job
devoted to establishment of more
YR clubs and raising of
much-needed fund·s. Roberta
D a w s o n ,
N a t i o ·n a l
Committeewoman, was then
elected to succeed 0 'Grady .
When this, the last meeting, was
over, YRs packed up and headed
out in various directions. Dennis
Keeler, president of the host FTU
club, had this to say: "We must
term the meeting a success. I had
many people come up and thank us
for a great time, as well as formal
acknowledgements at meetings and
meals. We did not come off
financially as we had ex pected, but
as long as people had a good time,
we accomplished our pui·pose. "
Keeler also went on t o recognize
two members of his club who put a
lot of work into the proj ect as well
as other club projects. For thei r
devotion to the club, Myrna Denny
and Osler Johns were awarded . the
State Young Republican Merit
Award.

by Structural

For photos, I ithographs,
engravings, water colors, etc.
The new easy to-do-it
yourself non-tarnishable
anodized aluminum frame
sections. Available in 5
finishes: white, gold, black,
chrome and antique pewter.
42 sizes. Packed in pairs - 2
packages constitute a
complete frame.
Priced from $3.50
per package and up

SCM CORSAIR

IMPORTED AUTO SERVICE
NO REPAIR OR SERVICE TOO SMALL OR TOO LARGE
"All makes Fiat to Rolls floyc·e;'

ro.
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SPECIALISTS IN TUNING FOR PERFORMANCE
Hours:

8 a.m. - 9 p:m.
Sat. 9- 5.

J-M 2815
SPECIALTIES
Silver Star Rd.
1 mile West of North Hwy. 441

PHONE 295-3533

•

SCM 707
Regular $79.95
Special

Smith Corona's new electric
adding machine. Wonderful
gift for mom, dad, student.
Adds, subtracts, electrically .
Mom can balance the budget
and· checkbook ....:. dad can·
figure his expense account' students need it for
homework. Quantity limited.
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Stick-Tite Pen

s3•s

compacts and consoles.
I

·, _ ·.'. &'EMO~AN VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
. !

.

:! . '

l·.".

\-J: .• · •..•.

7448 Aloma Ave.
Orlando, Fla.

Jo~

North of Florida Tech Blvd. on Hwy. 436

.

" :'..'~ ·~UST .NORTH
;'~'.

Stick it here - stick it there stick a "Stik-Tite" pen
anywhere - on the telephone
or on the desk. Golden· finish
trim and chain. In Black and
colors.

receivers, tape recorders,

:

OF FLORIDA TECH BLVD. ON HWY. 436

s49so

·

"?1~14

.'. •:~,.-I · &!lected components, speaker: systems,
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3495 .

Deluxe light-weight portable
typewriter - full standard
keyboard - smartly styled pre-set tabulator touch
selector quick-set visible
margins - Page-Gage. Made in
America. Popular Pica and
Elite type styles. Carrying case
included. Quantity limited.

'MASTER ELECTRONICS OF FLORIDA
•I:·. .~ '
671-4949

. . ;'
-.:·· .....
. / .

$

Regular $59.50
SPECIAL

PHONE DAY 671-3455, NIGHT 671-2738
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•Phone Orlando CH l-3431

133 EAST ROBINSON
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO
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'Tech Flag All-Stars Sweep

FTU's Mike Sterling does his thing in the secondary as he gets "all
.w rapped up" in game action Friday. Needles.5 to say, FTU managed to
edge Valencia 69-18. Other Matadors still can't figure this play out.
FTU's Tim Gillis (TKE) puts some fancy-footwor!t moves on
Valencia All-Star team member in first quarter game action Friday.
Gillis later scored on a 25-yard pass from quarterback Pat McCarty
(Roadrunners) and made the final score of the game on a 40-yard pass
from Dave Beard (2"3).
.

I

***********II*************~****~

:FTU's A -Star Team ~
*T
k
-\
c
c
: a es amp us aper s ; ~~:~cecp~:~ t~~id~i~·saca~~~ard

Valencia ball carrier looks

!

* despairingly as Mike Sterling (TEP)
/>t- borrows flag for a minute; Sterling

:

·

..*

f TU Kn ig htS
Pl ay Ton •I ght

Can't Have Team:
How About Club?
There has been some talk recently about FTU having a football

0
~~~:i
~~~
f~!~r:~/~o
f~f!·
t~~:i~~~:t~:
a
~~~:::e ~~!e~~~~~e~
it! Let's consider that Fact One: FTU can have a football team.

Agreed. Opinion: the sooner the better.
*
By Duncan Marks
Moving right along to Fact Two: FTU's all-star intramural flag
* The FTU flag football "All scores. By now the score was 46-18, *
football team took the Orlando Recreation Department .1970
*Campus" squad took the annual as Valencia, led by Tom Moncrieft*
Campus Capers championships over Rollins, Seminole and Valencia
*Orlando Recreation Department's (TXO) had chalked up a few passes*
last Friday. By impressive scores - 69-18 over Valencia; 40-18 over
*"Campus Capers" Friday, defeati~g for scores themselves. Mike Leek*
Seminole and those teams were the best the schools had to offer. All
*Seminole Junior College 40-18 m (TXO), V JC end, had caught \wo, *
games were played under no-contact rules. Opinion: FTU fielded an
*the finals.
·
one for two yards and the other for* The Knights of Pegasus take to
impressive machine Friday. Precision passing. Competent defense.
* In the first round action, seven to score. Jim Payne (TXO)* the court tonight at 8 :00 to face
Definitely tough.
*Seminole last year's champs, moved managed to intercept one of* Patrick Air Force Base at Oviedo
Fact number three: FTU has the facilities to hold intramural
*into the finals when Rollins College McCarty's missiles uand zigzagged* High School gym. Along with a new
flag-football programs, as evidenced by those already in existence.
*forfeited and FTU took on the 20 yards for the score.
*name, the cagers will have new
Opinion: there is enough space for an FTU football CLUB to form.
*all-stars from Valencia JC. FTU But later in the second half>t- uniforms to match.
Let's clear the air. A football CLUB is a club that does not award
*swept by the Matadors 69-18.
McCarty got a piece of the action>t- Pre-game actjvities include a
football scholarships, does not require pads and expensive
All teams were under stress and with a 75-yard pass from Dave>t- scrimmage between FTU faculty
equipment, is composed of students who do not utilize athletic
*the games were marred by penalties Beard (23) for another six. Valencialt- and staff and counselors from the
department funds. They play by NCAA flag-football rules,
*as most of the team members were was having trouble keeping its>t- Orange County Parental Home and
non-contact and use limited equipment. Like open, grassy football
*·used to the light-contact rules but offensiye machine rolling. In fact,* the Edgew_ood Boys, Ra~ch.
.
fields. And flags.
*were playing under the ORD Valencia drew a 15-yard penalty >t- At halftime, FTU s nickname will
Please don't get me wrong - I'm not advocating hiring coac~es
no-contact rules.
when two of its players collided. >t- be made official. After two years,
and spending non-existent funds . I'm talking about ~tudents getting
>t- the cagers have a name. The student
together forming a club football team, challengmg other area
* In the first game~ FTU, led by Pat Contact.
*McCarty (Roadrunners intramural Beard fired a 40-yarder to Gillis* body has a name. The school has a
schools to do the same. you could call it the "I-4 league." I'm sure
*football team) used ,.pin-point for the final score of the gam~. He* name. The Knights of Pegasus was
other schools have already had this idea. Look at the championship
*°passing to break VJC's back and added insult to injury with a drop* voted overwhelmingly by members
all-star teams. These could be the nucleus for the CLUB football.
*morale.
kick - extra point to round the* of the student body. Unofficial
What I am saying is that all we need is here. We have the students,
* McCarty fired passes to John score out to FTU 69, Valencia 18. *sources indicate 24% of the
the field, the rules, the game . Let's quit with the negative waves and
*RobertscL (PAE), Mark Thorton FTU put a strong rush on* students voted.
get with the program. What say you??
D. A. M.
*~~).Tim G~s(TKE) forTD~Valencia during ilie ~me. S~ott* P~ Fttquald and Edd~ Smtth~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*and McCarty scored himself when Thompson (ATO) and Bill Jennmgs *will be out for the game tonight.
*he booted a kickoff to the Valencia ( Ro ad r u n n e rs ) had Pu Ile d * Both are fighting colds and will not
!t' two-yard line and fell on it in the ~oncrieft's .flag', more than a f~w *suit out. Mike Clark, who sprained
*end zone for the score, much to the t.1mes for mm us ~ardage. Def~ns1ve *his ankle in the Savannah, Ga.
-*consternation of the Matadors.
teammate Don Miller (Theta Sigma) tournament last weekend will be
·* McCarty then threw 30- and snagged a Moncrieft pass and !suiting out for the 'Knights.
40-yard bombs to Bill Jennings fleet-footed it 45 yards to the Incidentally, he played the night
*(Roadrunners) and Bobby Gibson two-yard line to. set uo a FTU *after he sprained his ankle. Coach
*(Beulah's Bombers) respectively for score.
(Continued on page 1 lj *Clark commented, "I don't know

*·

*

*

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * jc *how
a person does.it!"
Saturday night FTU

MEET
21 of the Finest Barbers in the South .

at

YATES BARBER SHOP
THIS WEEK MAY WE INTRODUCE -

Bob Burns & Roscoe

R~y

"Home of.the Vacuum Clipper"
Open 7 Days a Week
FAST

- Men's and Women's H<tir Cuts ·

NO

SERVICE

- Trims - Mudpacks - Shampoos - Razor Cuts - Shaves - Massages

WAITING

Phone 277-4438
2019 N. Goldenrod Road (15A) Orlando, Florida

~----~~~~~---------------~--~

comes up
against "the toughest one yet,"
Southwest Georgia University at
Oviedo gym. Coach Clark noted
that the team was 1 7 -8 last year,
and is definitely "good."
So far, FTU "kept up with
everone, although we didn't win."
Close margins like losses 113-109 to
Homestead AFB, 93-87 to
Charleston, S.C. (tournament
leader), 83-80 to Palm Beach
Atlantic. FTU's two wins include ,
111-37 over Embry-Riddle and
7 8 -7 7 over Ft. Lauderdale U.
"We've be~n impressing people,"
Clark said. "The team hustle has
kept us in league with our
opponents.''
The quickness and hustle had
made up for the easy basket and ' Don Miller, (Theta Sigma) goes for ball with Valencia secondary in
. ;.ebou~d, btit, ;18• Qoach Cla~k ~~ys, first-quarter action; Wayne Leland (XA) wat~hes the~ along with ORD
. we Just cant m~nage wms ref. Leland later nabbed a pas.5 for a 10 yard mterception.

~onhn~d~p~U)

WE OFFER

WE ARE THE

NATIONAL &
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Lifters Place 3rd In Meet~
The lone figure of a man
approaches the mat knowing that in
a few seconds he will either share in
the happiness brought about by
success or sink in the agony of
defeat.
He feels slightly pressured by the
crowd that consists primarily of
parents, a handful of school
supporters and many teen-aged girls
with a deep lust for the sight of
skin. The weightlifter has seen his
competition and feels a bit
uncertain as he approaches the bar.
All those endless, tiring hours of
practice are behind him now as he
faces the weights that more than
double his own poundage.

The tremen.dous weight of the bar is expressed in the face of Nick
Stone in the dead lift competition. The strain turns his face a deep
shade of purple as his body searches for more power.

Weightlifters Win
Third In Meet

His normal breathing turns to
short, heavy panting that flushes his
blood cells with fresh oxygen
needed for more body energy. Now
he is ready. The low mumbling of
By John Gordon .
the fans ceases abruptly as the
weightlifter curls his fingers around
the bar. Now, ·fully revived he gives
That's the way it was for the
the weights a yank. The bar rises ~i ft y-fi\le collegiate weightlifters
slowly at first as his muscles bulge from around the state of Florida as
and his face glows a pale violet. The they competed in the 1970 State
silence of the crowd is broken as a AAU Power Lift Championships
piercing groan booms from the held last Saturday, November 28 at
weightliffer's mouth. The weight is . the Winter Park YMCA.
lifted and the crowd roars with
FTU won a third place ranking
congratulations. The Ziff is a behind second place FSU and first
success.
place Tampa. FTU's Farrel Byrd
was awarded the first place trophy
for being the best lifter in the 132
pound weight class. Byrd also beat
the state squat lift record in his
weight class for pressing 350
pounds.
The meet, sponsored by the FTU
Weightlifting Club, played host. to
the University of Florida,
University of South Florida,
Florida State University and
weightlifting clubs from
Jacksonville, Miami and Tampa.
The bench press, squat lift, and
dead lift were the three events that
composed the meet.
The bench press requires the
weightlifter to lie on a bench so
that the weights are positioned
directly above his chest. The lifter
must be able to bring the weights to
his chest and back up to their

.fale
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L.ARG6ST FISl-I £V€R
CAUGHT-(ON A ROD) A

IHE

GREAT WHITE ~l-IARK
16'-10" lONG- 2 664 LBS
CAUGHT BY At.,F DEAN

FTU Dumps E-Riddle,

--SOUTf-4 AOSTRA&..IA--

FTU' s ECO team will be making
another field trip Saturday. The
team is one of nine groups studying
the effects of pollution on the Big
and Little Econ Rivers. Team
members say it is a tremendous and
enlightening experience. Any
interested FTUer is welcome to go
along. The team meets at the
Science Building at 8 :30 am.

original position for the lift to be good.
.
The squat· lift involves taking the
weights in a standing position and
bending the knees until the thighs
are parallel to the platform. The
lifter must then straighten back up
to a standing position.
In the dead lift. the weightlifter
must raise the weights from the
floor high enough so that his back
bends a bit in the backwards
position.
All 8 FTU competitors will travel
to .Jacksonville on . January 12 of
next year to compete in the next
major state meet.

$oe. NUX~AL-L- wAs -rHe

·Jessee Leads Knights

YOUNGEST PL.AYER
f;V6R 10 PL.AY MAJOR.
L.£AGU£ BASEBAL-l,,

By Linda Mette!
The FTU Knights rolled over
Embry Riddle Aeronautical
Institute in a return game
Wednesday night at Daytona Beach
by a score of 101-7 5 . Rudi Jessee
led Tech in scoring with 31 points,
20 of them scored in the first half.
Jessee scored from key ·outside
shooting throughout the game.

(1-4E PL-AYEO A"'f 15YR5 of AuE)
Tech, sporting new black and
gold uni forms, led the halftime
scoring 57-34. The second half s a w . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a comeback attempt by Riddle but
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
the Knights held on to their lead.
The FTU scoring machine was in
DRAFT
BEER BY THE POUND
low ~ear for Lhe game while Riddle Men of draft age there
saw more court action than in the alternatives to military service.
last match.
and 1 ...,____________________________
For free draft
17-92 BETWEEN JAi-ALAi AND K-MART
information
on counseling
the different
_.

FoJlowing Jessee in scoring were
Mike Clark, 24, Jim Flanagan, 14 ,
Mike Lalone, 13, Don Mathis, 9,
Bob Jenkins, 6, and Lovie Wells, 2.
High scorer for Embry Riddle was
Jordan with 26.
Tech was handicapped by the
abst'nce of 'Super Thil•f' Ed Smith
and Pat Fit2gernld. Riddh• used this
loss to iLs advantage by mainLaing
more ball control and capturing
more rebounds than in Lht' previous
contest. Jim Flanagan and Mike
Lalone started in place of Smilh
and Fit;q~erald. Coach Chlrk
substituted players liberally
throughout the ~ame.

Totals for FTU were 43 baskets,
13 free throws, and 21 fouls.
Embry Riddle totalled 27 baskets,
21 rree throws, and 23 fouls.

Don Mathis and Mike Clark
found themselves in foul trouble
early in lhe ~ame, Clark starting the
second half with four fouls. Three
technical fouls were called on FTU;
on Coach Clark, Don Mathis, and
Mike Clark.

ATTENTION

Cpld Duck on Tap • Stack Sandwiches

classifications or immigration to
Canada and draft resistance
contact:

Live A Little

Orlando Peace Center
Much of the action of the game
813 Broadway
camt' l'rom the sidelines. FTU's (Corner of Marks & Broadway Across
colod'ul coach, Torchy Clark kept from Orlando Junior College behind
up thti spirit of the fans with his the Fri ends meeting h•ouse)
.comments directed toward the 424-6232 .
Learn and his disgust at a number of.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
the calls. The Knights seem to be
setting a trend in scoring. Although
lhe contest was a home game for
Riddll', Tech showed up with m0t·e
fans. WednPsday's game was the
Lhird ~ame when' FTU, who had
more rans than the opposition,
brnke 100 points.
Studtint Governm~nt will have a
bus going lo Miami next Friday for
LIH' gami:> with Flmida Bible
College. The bus will leave campus
at 2 pm. Call Chi-is Schmidt, Ext.
219J., ror reservations.

·UNIVERSITY
SHORES
ORANGE COUNTY
2
tromes and acreage are now
available in an area convenient to the
university and downtown Orlando.
Open House Sunday
1 -5 pm.

And Only At

2814 Tech Dr., 4 bedroom, 3 bath. 2
story colonial, $29,500.

If rn•• don ·1 st•t• what
~

want,

Htll

ask for it !

of OlXeM
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Five minutes north of F.T.U.
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ROBERTS
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Phone 365-3272
•

OPEN 'TIL 9 P.M.

"Central -Florida's 'Leader'.'

P. 0 . BOX 246 • OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765

Member FDIC

Store Fo~ Men ·

Trevarthon Road, 10 a<; res fronting
unpaved road, zoned A · 2 , can be
bought in 5 acres plots, 25, 000 .

BANK

•

'

8600 LSU Blvd. , 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
Spa nish. $26,900.

•

GILMAN

~·

,·,

•

11
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SANFORD PLAZA

WE HONOR
• DINER'S CLUB

• AMERICAN EXPRESS

IAHKAMERlCARD

•!+i,,'i•
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FuTUre CLASSIFIEDS
To ·order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in the boxes
allowing 1 box for each letter, space arwd punctuation mark.
Count 2 boxes for capital letters. Qon't use hyphens at the end
of a line (which contains 35 characters). Use additional forms
if .more than 6 lines are required. Minimum charge is $1.50 for
6 lines.· For additional line add $.25. Multiply the total by the
numb.e r of weeks ttie ad is to be run. Mail the ad, with cash,
check or money order to: FuTUre Classifieds, FuTUre, Florida
Technological University, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando, Fla.
32816.
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Mike Clark, FTU's top scorer
last year and leading scorer so
far this season, was named to the
All-Tournament team last
weekend in Savannah, Ga. FTU
went 0-3 in the tourney, but
came within a few points of
beating tournament leader
Charleston College.
Also named to the tournament
were: Sandy Mead, (Charleston)
Steve Holland (Armstrong), Rick
Signer (Palm Beach Atlantic)
and Rich Carpenter
(Charleston).
Charleston won the
tournament with an 83-69
defeat of Armstrong.

rn

~

CD

~

Basketball

(Continued from page 9)

pounds. "We definitely have put the
scare into some teams, though,"
Coach Clark said, "Charleston we
almost took.",
Clark indicated that some of the
freshman team might see action
tonight. "WP'll see." Clark said.
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FuTU re Classifieds
AUTOS
1963 Buick Skylark. Excellent
funning condition. Air, white and
black with heater and radio. Best
offer. Terms call 2~7-1526.

HBLP WANTED

;WP!Qnmm

q;pno:rnmMAu~·

Students are adding as much as $100
a month to their income with a few
hours a week. You can too. For
informative interview write: P.O. Box
9157, Orlando, Fla. 32807.

FOR SALE
~~~

Vox Cambridge Amplifier with
reverb. Tremelo. Excel- condition.
$100. or best offer. Includes stand.
Also Schwinn 10 speed racing bike,
cost $10() new, will sell for 50. or
best offer. 838-5727.

Beautiful
8 Acres

PERSONAL
What is Christmas without a Moose?
One beautiful, lovable, 1 year-old
laborador Retriever (Y2) and Irish
Setter {%) named Moose. Parents
registered - Needs love, room, a
good home. Call 647-4796.

Tyes
Immortals
Earl's Bombers
Tri-K
Dippoettes

Now, to a mor£- serious topic, Fearless Freddie'~ Valuable Volleyball
Valuations.
Winner
"23"
GDII
GDII
CCC
TEP II
XA
FAC-STAFF
TEP II
TKE II

Losers
PAE II
XAIV
KSAII
TKE II
XA III
Cows
Tau II
God's Children
Bombers

L.o sers

Winner
PAE
TKE
SSX II
Tau III
CCC
XA
Tau
XA II
"23?'

ssx
Tau
XA IV
-Theta Sig I
GDI .I
TEP

ssx

uzw

TKE II

0 ne of the more spectacular
in te re e p ti on s was Miller's
one-handed grab coupled with a
20-ya\d sprint for good FTU fi~ld
position in the second half. Mike
Sterling (TEP) also snatched a pass
for 25 yards and Gibson managed
one himself as did Wayne Leland
(XA).
All the time, the Seminole team
closely watched the action. The all
star team was a fraternity, Pi Kappa
Soul, who had beaten FTU last year
in a sudden death yardage playoff
for the championship, '
McCarty cranked up the FTU
machine again with phenomenal
passing accuracy. For scores, he hit
Gillis with a 40-yarder, Thorton
wit h a three, Jennings with a 15,
Beard with a 25 -yarder, and then to
rub it in - McCarty showed the Pi
Kappa Soul brothers what it was all
about with a 50 yard dash into
their end zone.
He finished out the day with a six
yarder to Jennings . Meanwhile, the
FTU defense was on its toes when
Leland

and Jacobs intercepted
Cotton's hurls. Jacobs
blocked a pass, changed his mind,
Arn~ld

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

FAC-STAFF
PSY STAFF
TKE
CCC
Road Runners

5-0
5-0
5-0
6-0
5-0

caught it and gained positive
yardage for FTU. Chris Wilson
( XA) joined in the fun with a
20-yard interception. Cotton
managed three scores, two-six
yarders and a 19-yard scamper into
FTU territory.

6.
7.

8.
9. .
10.

The gentlemen may cry, Peace,
Peace! But there is no peace. (Is
There?) Is life so dear or peace so
sweet as to be purchased at the price
of chains and slavery? (Is It?). Just
because country after country has
been fallen by the axe of
Communism, we're still safe. It can't
happen here. (Can It?)

CONGRATULATIONS
BARB

AMERICAN OPINION
BOOKSTORE
1209 Edgewater Dr.
Bring some bread _... Mtme· time

4-1
5-1
4-1
3-2
3-2

PAE
GDI I
23
Tau
XA

All in all, FTU's deadly precision
passing (thanks to Pat McCarty)
and tough defense, put it on their
opponents and will give them ·
something to talk about until next
year when FTU will defend its
crown.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FTU
38
31
69
Valencia
18
0
18
FTU Scoring:
Roberts 15 pass from McCarty (Gillis pass from McCarty)
Leek 27 pass from Moncrieft (pass failed)
Thorton 10 pass from McCarty (pass ~ailed)
Leek 15 pass from Moncrieft (pass failed)
Gillis 25 pass from McCarty (Beard pass from McCarty)
Payne 20 pass from Moncrieft (run failed)
McCarty recovered kickoff in end zone (Roberts pass from McCarty)
Jennings 30 pass from McCarty (Jennings pass from McCarty)
Gibson 40 pass from McCarty (Roberts pass from McCai·ty)
Jennings pass from McCarty (Beard pass from McCarty)
McCarty 7 5 pass from Beard (Roberts pass from Beard)
Gillis 40 pass from Beard (Beard kick)
FTU
14
26
40
Seminole
12
6
18
Gillis 40 pass from McCarty (McCarty run)
Soule 6 pass from Cotton (pass failed)
Thorton 3 pass from McCarty (run failed)
Bronson 6 pass from Cotton (pass failed)
Jennings 15 pass from McCarty (pass failed)
Beard 25 pass from McCarty (Thorton pass from McCarty)
McCarty 50 run (pass failed)
Cotton 14 run (run failed)
Jennings 6 pass from McCarty (pass failed).

Zales Custom
-Class Rings

I need a ride to Texas or New
Mexico. Contact April Swafford
424-7283 after 7 pm.

overlooking Lake Hayes.
Rolling pine land - quiet
country living just off Alafaya, 2
min. from FTU - 664'x520'.
Can be-divided. Already Cleared.
644-3329.

we knew you could do it

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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(Continued from page 9)
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Welcome back sports fans! This week, out of courtesy to our fairer
(to some) sex, the first part of the column will be dedicated to ... .
Fearless Freddie's Perfect Powderpuff Predictions.
The playoffs are just around the corner for our girl gridiron guerrillas.
Some of the stories which have emanated from the field make me·
wonder if perhaps there should be a play-off between tlfe men's leagues
and the women's leagues. For instance, I heard that there is a
quarterback on the "Immortals" ·who can fire the ball 40 yards in the
air-with accuracy. Also, there are two ~isters on the "Tyes' .. who make
Fast Eddy Smith look like Slow Movi'n' Sam. With talent like this, ·I
believe that the girls would definite•.~; be a favorite over the men in a
showdown "Super-bowl" betweerrthe leagues. But now, the top five.
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DEADLINE 3:00 Wednesday
DO NOT ORDER

· Page 11

STUDENT
ACCOUNTS
INVITED
Cu s.tom style your r ing w ith the school nome,
on the bose and w11h a design or pla in sett ing for lhe stone .
Choose the stone in your school color, b irthstone, b lock onyx,
or o diamond. On yes, we'll engrave your i nit io ls, too.

ZALES
lllWUllllS

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.
PINE HILLS
CENTER

21 S. ORANGE

COLONIAL
PLAZA·
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Te<h Driving Habits
Cause Lo<al Con<ern

FuTi.Jre's Friday Girl

It seems a few driving habits
displayed by Florida Tech students
have caused law enforcement
agencies of Oviedo and Seminole
County to become quite concerned.
Seminole County Constable
Chester Boyd has asked that in the
future all FTU students traveling

NSF Grants FTU
Program Funds
Florida Technological University
again has been granted funds from
the National Science Foundation
(NSF) to conduct a special summer
program in physics for high school
teachers frottl around the country.
The 1971 program will be
directed by Dr. John R. Bolte,
Associate Dean- for Academic
Affairs and Professor of Physics,
who inaugurated a similar session
on the FTU campus this past
summer.
· Dr. Bolte announced this week
that NSF awarded a grant for
$43,283 for the 1971 summer
physics institute. Thirty high school
teachers will be selected to attend,
he said.
The curricula at FTU will be
geared specifically for teachers in
the Harvard-initiated "Project
Physics" program, developed during
the past five years at selected high
schools throughout the United
States. The Harvard program
presents physics in a broad cultural
context. In addition to physics,
students study the history,
philosophy, and sociology of
science, as well as astronomy.
The summer 1970 Institute at
FTU attracted 3 3 teachers.
Included were two from Canada
and two from South America. Dr.
Bolte said he has no indication at
this early date where members of
the "class of '71" will originate.
High school teachers will be chosen
from applications submitted during
the months of December and
January, he added.

Patty I-t,nkson is this week's FuTUre Friday Girl, Patty is a pert,
18-year-old\ Freshman from Titusville. She is a Medical Technology
major who, \~vhen she is not in class or working in the FTU Information
Booth, is out-of-doors enjoying nature and all kinds of sports. Will you
be the next FuTUre Friday Girl? Who knows. Don't find us, we'll find
- you.

y~a~book

Knights Win
(Conii'nued from Page J)
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S_uit

beginning

of

FTU

state roads 419 and 520 observe the
speed limit at all times .
"I hate to hand out those
citations but as long as they
continue to break the law I'll have
to write them up," says Boyd.
Boyd says he has nothing against
any FTU students and hopes to
"get through to them" that they
have to abide by the law as does
everyone.
Oviedo Assistant Po)ice Chief

Wesley Place has asked for the
cooperation of FTU students
attending basketball games at the
Oviedo High School gym.
"There are plenty of parking
facilities at the school and no
reason for anyone to park
illegally," says Place.
One of the main concerns of the
Oviedo Police Department is the
emergency lane through which any
ambulance would have to travel if
the need should arise. Of course~
part of that responsibility lies with
FTU officials.
Both Boyd and Place request
FTU students to obey all traffic
laws going to and coming from
contests played at the Oviedo High
School gym.

WFTU Summarizes
A<hievements, Goals

With the quarter about to come to a rapid close WFTU radio will be ·
starting its final broadcast week of the quarter. The biggest event for the
personnel of the station was when the entire operation moved down to
the old computer section of the Library building from the small upstairs
broadcasting area. Now the station
has many broadcast booths along picks up, the more new and
with a television studio that will be different events that are on the
completed sometime after the start drawing boards will begin to show
of next term. Another achievement themselves to the students and
for the station came when the first listening audience.
sporting event ever to be brought
back to campus was successfully
done when the FTU cagers opened
their season a few weeks back. The
station is now awaiting official
dedication ceremonies that will
occur next quarter. But the main
problem faced by the staff is the
acquiring of listeners. According to
WFTU, the advertising policy of the
station, that is to give each club and
organization on campus $750
worth of advertising credit, was not
put to full use. Overall though, this
quarter helped to indoctrinate a
totally new staff with the
Dr. W. Rex Brown, Vice
procedures and workings of a radio
station. The staff and faculty President of Student Affairs, stated
he has been informed by
advisers feel that a good start has
Procurement that the faculty been made towards making WFTU
a station that will have professional student directories for the 1970-71
year were shipped to FTU last week
sounds, with the reality of having from the publishers. As of
apprentice yet qualified students publication date for this paper the
behind the controls.
directories have not yet been
As the popularity of the station received.

Campus

~Glances

graduate

p
l)
programs. Dr. Millican indicated
~-------------J.~---o_n_m_u_e~·-'r_o_m__a~g~e---~ili~ ilie Un~fil~~ ~n ~~cl
campus, which netted a total of
203 suggestions.
From these a five-member
screening committee consisting of
students selected 10 semi-finalists
on the basis of originality and
appropriateness. The next step was
to have ten campus organizations
draw one of the suggestions and
support their particular mascot
during Mascot Campaign Week. The
group doing the most to support
mascot voting will be presented
with the Group Effort award.

d"'

The court said that loss of
revenue that American . claimed it
could not realize because of the law
can't be merely speculative, but
should be based on uncontroverted,
past performances.
Judge Young ruled that the
attorneys for the state refuted
American's claim that the
controversy amounted to more
than $10,-000 thereby putting the
burden of proof on the printing
company.
·
The court stated that since
American did not come forward
with positive proo( that the issue
was within the minimum limits of
the federal court ($10,000), the
court had no jurisdiction in the
matter.
There were indications that
attorneys for American would
either appeal the ruling, or file a
new suit in circuit court.
The 1970-71 Pegasus Yearbook is
scheduled to be distributed on
campus next summer.

Campaign Week was followed by
voting and the selection of the
Knights of Pegasus and the Golden
Paladins as the two finalists. More
campaigning followed by a second
voting saw the Knights of Pegasus
get 824 votes and the Golden
Paladins getting 491, for the total of
1315 people voting.
Members of the Mascot
Committee were Paul Sicca,
student; Mrs. Mary Davis, staff; and
Mrs. Marion Price, faculty.
The screening committee
consisted of Melissa Hardman, Jan
Lorraine, Randy Tyre, Jody Miller
and Paul Sicca.
__
<c_o_n_tin_u_ed_fr_om_P_ag_e_i_>_

an other visit from a Southern
Association accreditation team
examining graduate program •
development in about a year.

Wednesday's move was hailed by
Dr. Louis C. Murray,
Vice-chairman of the. Florida Board
of Regents, as "a rr.-jor step that
plainly indicates F'ro is meeting
and even surpassin&... lhe goals set
before classes began tnly two years
ago." :
O~lando's

I

r---------------1
Ace reditation

And the
Knights.

official ·mascot:

the

......

report of this group has made
possible concurrent approval of the
Southern Association for the

Scott's Swim &Scuba School, Inc.

Louis @
Volkswagen
Near~t

Authorized Volkswagen Dealer

6363 E. Colonial Drive
5 Miles West of F.T.U.

277-7220

Captured By The Bug
'69 FIAT 124 COUPE

$2195
'65 DELUXE BUG

SJ095
*TOURS

'66 DART GT HARDTOP

*SALES

SJ295

*AIR
FREE** SCUBA COURSE WITH PURCHASE OF A COMPLETE
DIVING OUTFIT.

. $2095
'69 TOY OTA CORONA

Three (3~ NAUI instructors on our staff.

s1795

~65

Edgewater Dr., Orlando

'70 VW BUS
425-8811

Vivitar AM-FM Solid State Portable Radio
Automatic ~requency Control - Reg. $39.95

Christmas Specia I only

'69 VW SOUAREBACK

FREE** ONE SCUBA ·COURSE EVERY MONTH. JUST STOP
BY AND SIGN UP.

STUDENTS DISCOUNTS

"Have The Best of Both Worlds"

~2795

$29 95

VIDEO SONICS
845-0882
"8" TRACK - CASSETTES - AUTO TAPE DECKS
SERVICE - INSTALLATION - RECORDS
CAMERAS AND PHOTO SUPPLIES
Between Steak & Shake and McDonald's
on 17-92 in Winter Park

